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A high school reunion can be a revealing thing. At 77 years old and one year away from my 60th and 

certainly one of my last get togethers, the tontined survivors at the rented lodge will be an accomplished 

lot – they are still around! As the years roll on, survival indeed can be a significant accomplishment, but 

during my earlier reunions of 20, 30, and 40 years past the accomplishments and observations were of a 

different nature. Physical transformations of course dominated first thoughts; the star high school 

quarterback had gained 50 or perhaps 75 pounds versus his game-time physique. Most of the “girls” were 

now married with rings on their fingers. 

 

I myself, having had at least some business success prior to my 30th get together, had parked a rented 

Toyota in the lot with a chance to observe many of these transformations, but my reunion experiences 

were quite different from the others. My budding reputation, thin waistline, and still-thick, Robert 

Redford-looking hair could not overcome the insecurity of my earlier high school years. Showing up at 

the appointed 6:00 PM cocktail hour, I remained frozen and slumped down in the driver’s seat as the 

now-near 50 year olds of the Los Altos High School Class Of 1962 paraded toward the front door. The 

clock struck 7, then 8, then 9 and still I couldn’t muster the courage to announce myself to the many 

classmates I no longer recognized. It was only in the lingering nighttime moments that I steeled myself 

enough to walk through the door and say hello to my best -- and perhaps only -- high school friend, Jerry 

Hearn. Very strange I said to myself later on; yet incredibly, the same scenario played out at my 40th and 

50th class rendezvous. Some Bond King! But finally at my 55th, at 72 years old, with a young and 



beautiful girlfriend Amy (now wife) clinging to my side, I had the courage to smile, and say hello 

beginning at 6:30. I don’t think I deserve a gold star on my life’s resume for this observation. Requiring a 

beautiful woman on my arm to connect to people really deserves a demerit or two. But I’ve accepted this 

strange part of me if only late in life and that maybe gets a silver star. Reunions can be a revealing thing. 

 

Investors and their up-to-now hot stocks have recently exited the stock market freeway to rest in a rather 

strange and confusing parking lot themselves. There are bear markets in many stocks, bull markets in 

commodities, and hard to recognize trends in bonds – first thoughts of much higher yields due to inflation 

and the Fed – now safe haven reversals due to Ukraine. Rather than speak to thoughts that evolve or 

reverse almost daily, I thought I would risk a few investment ideas that might do well in almost all 

scenarios. 

 

I have been invested for the last six months or so in corporate buyouts/acquisitions that offer and have 

already provided annualized returns of 5-10% that beat cash with reduced risk compared to Tesla and 

other “high flyers”. Companies such as Microsoft, Oracle, and Qualcomm have announced acquisitions at 

fixed prices that provide single digit capital gains opportunities if completed. There is risk in that almost 

all of them require regulatory approval of some sort and a few of my purchases have lost money when 

approval is denied – but most are completed, the predominant risk being the time it takes for regulators or 

even countries to get around to applying their stamps of approval. A recent successful example just 

completed would be Microsoft’s purchase of a company called Nuance Communications, a huge deal of 

$16 billion or so that even after the announcement in April of 2021 provided investors an opportunity to 

buy stock in NUAN at $52 a share, and sell it to Microsoft just last week at $56. Sort of a long wait I 

suppose, but an annualized return of 7% or so. 

 

Not riskless, but with Microsoft behind it, it was a good bet. Most investors on the 2021 freeway opted 

for Facebook or Netflix and did much better for awhile than Nuance in the markets’ parking lot, but now? 

Well, over the same time period Netflix is down 30% and Facebook the same. Can both of these go back 

up? Of course, but if you’re conservative and want to avoid this type of volatility you might consider 

some current “buyout” opportunities that provide prospective 5-10% returns and that beat yieldless cash. I 

will list some of them below – they don’t go up or down much each day – they sort of creep higher to 

their promised buyout target. And again as I’ve mentioned, are not totally riskless due to regulatory 

approvals and other possibilities, but I own them and expect 5-10% annualized returns in 2022: 

 

1) Oracle buys CERN at $95 a share, six months from now. Buy CERN today at 93.50.  



 

2) Microsoft buys ATVI at $95 a share. Buy ATVI now at 82. This one is more risky but Microsoft 

is a good sponsor. Annualized return 15% or so. 

 

3) A few others without the details: 

 

Apollo buys TGNA at $24 

Qualcomm buys VNE at $37 

Intel buys TSEM at $53. 

 

Stay off the freeway for now – be content in the parking lot. Like my new book “I’m Still Standing: Bond 

King Bill Gross and the PIMCO Express” suggests, be more concerned about the return of your money 

than the return on your money. 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Im-Still-Standing-Gross-Express-ebook/dp/B09TGDR938
https://www.amazon.com/Im-Still-Standing-Gross-Express-ebook/dp/B09TGDR938

